Exercise

.
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students read the story agaln to decide if the statements are
true, false, or there is no information about them. Make sure
students understand the three options.
students compare thelr ideas in pairs before you check the
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answers with the class.,
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iFalse.
3 False.
3 True.
4 False.
3 lt doesn't

ó True.

say.
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studenřéopy the table into their exercise books and

Ť
then '

study the story again to work out what the mlssing examples
are.

check answers and elicit the rule (we make questions in the
present simple by putting Do before l,you,they or we and
Does before he, she or l| in short answers, we repeat do or
does after the pronoun).
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Do you play volleyball? Yes, l do.
Does he play volleyball? Yes, he does,

.

.
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To check comprehension of the rule, ask five students to
make a different question each, using cues from the table.
Elicit their meanlng by asking for a trans|atlon.

Highlight the fact that the form of the main verb never
changes. The -s endlng in questions only appears at the end
of the auxiliary Does,
Focus again on the short answers. Highli9ht that the negatlve
answer is usually in the short form: don't or doesn't.
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Exercisď3b)
. stud.n\šíork individually to complete the questions.
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4Do
5Do
6 Does

1Do
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Does
Does
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Read thřexample together with the c|ass,

siudents io discover that the questions are either
about Molly's day @a), about themselves or about Mickey

A:ic,u.i

and MilIie (p46).
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Grammar

.

l\'here do you p|ay tennis?
'#hen does she go to school?

.

,a lt doesn't say.
8 True.
* True.

Exercis{3a
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Speaking and writing
Exercise 6a

.
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students use the ideas in the chart to make questions.

.

second column of the chart according to the answers.
walk around and monitor the correct use of the questlon

In pairs, they take turns to ask each other and tick or cross

the

forms and short answers.

Exercise 6c

.
.
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Ask students why the answer is Do, not Doesin 4 (the subject
isn't Mo|ly :'shei bui'Mo|ly and herfriends':'they').

you may like to set this task as homework.
students use the information in the chart to write elght
sentences about themselves and about their partner.
when you check their sentences, pay speciaI attention to the
use of the first and third person forms,

Revision idea
Students look at Lessons 4A-4D and prepare six questlons
to ask you about your daily routine, your free time, or your
likes or dislikes. choose some students to ask their best
question (or two), and answer more or less truthfully. (You
can make up answers if you don't want to reveal too much.)
Ask the c|ass to listen and write down the six most interesting
anSWerS they hear, and then expand these into sentences in
the present slmple. Check some of their sentenCeS,

ln pairs, students make dialo9ues with the questions from
exercise 3b. They take turns askin9 or answerin9.

studerřs copy ihe table into their exercise books.
ln pairs, they work out the correct word order and then reread the story to check their ideas.
Elicit the ru|e (after the Wh- question word, the word order is
the same as in Yes / tVo questions).

Unit 4

students look through the chart and tick or cross the boxes

Exercise 6b

l\
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Pre-teach a lot of.
for themseIves.

Exercis{4)

.

Check answers logeiher,

fr§rTi,ilTnriir
2 When do you go to school? Students'own answers
3 Where does Molly have lunch? She has lunch at school.
4 When do we go home? Students'own answers
5 Where do you do your homework? Students'own answers
ti When do Mickey and Millie play tennis? They play tennis
every Saturday l on Saturday.

Exercise 3c

.

ln pairs, students flrst write the questions and then take turns
to ask and give true answers, Encourage them to answer the
quesiions about the Project characters withoui Iookln9 them
up in ihe Siudent's Book.
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